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RULE OF THREE
Runner who holds two world records wants a third for her other triplet P2
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THE CHARM Ann Marie Cody broke the
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world record for running a half-marathon
pushing a triple stroller—twice. She and her
triplets are looking to break the record for a
10k at Morgan Hill’s Wildflower Run.
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TRIPLE

CROWN
Mom of triplets eyes her
third world record at
Wildflower Run
BY WALLACE BAINE
PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF ANN MARIE CODY

T

he first rule in having
triplets is that you
better have three of
everything. Apparently, that even includes world records.
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Ann Marie Cody is already in the
Guinness Book of World Records—
twice. But as the mom of triplets,
for the sake of harmony in her family and in the universe, she needs
that third one.
Cody (and her triplets) will be
shooting for that new world record
at Morgan Hill’s Wildflower Run at
Live Oak High School on Sunday,
March 31. The official record she will
shooting for is, in the vernacular of
the U.K.-based Guinness organization: Fastest Time to Complete a 10K
Pushing a Triple Pram (Female). For
us Yanks, a “pram” is a baby stroller.

Cody, 37, already holds the
record for best time in a marathon
and a half-marathon pushing the
triple stroller that she and her husband playfully call “The Tank.” The
10K record is all that’s left for the
trifecta, and an official Guinness
certification for each child.
Most people are probably
unaware that there are rules for
records involving running with a
triple stroller. First, the stroller
must actually include three live
humans. Cody got that part covered when she gave birth to two
sons and a daughter in November
2016—although, officially, the riders don’t have to be triplets, or your
own children, or even children at
all. The stroller has to be a commercially produced and available
stroller—no souped-up customized jobs—with three seats abreast.
The Tank measures almost ➝ 4
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